
Prague - Free-standing Skirted Bath

PRODUCT CODES
WHITE BATH:  810-01  PRAGUE-1780-WHI

816-01 PRAGUE-1780-WITH PANEL-WHI
810-016C PRAGUE-1780-WHI-6 CHR JETS
810-016C/KH PRAGUE-1780-WHI-CHROME KIT & HEATER

FREE-STANDING SKIRTED BATH

BATH WIDTH: 845 mm
BATH HEIGHT: 655 mm
BATH LENGTH: 1780 mm
BATH VOLUME:  210 lt
WASTE SIZE: 52 mm
OVERFLOW SIZE: 40 mm

The Prague Bath is a Free-standing skirted bath.

PRAGUE FREE-STANDING SKIRTED BATH INSTALLATION GUIDE:

Step 1: Tiling of bathroom 
Complete bathroom’s tiling and grouting before installation to ensure a neat 
finish. 

Step 2: Positioning of bath
Two people are required whenever the bath needs to be moved. Never drag the 
bath along the floor as it will damage the feet. The bath must always be lifted 
and placed into position.
Do not cut into the side of the bath. This will compromise the stability and 
warranty of the bath. 

Position the bath in its desired final position and trace its contours with a pencil. 
The waste pipe and trap should be installed by an accredited installer, and 
installation must comply with regulations. 

Step 3: Connect the waste pipe
Turn the bath on its side. Ensure that a rug is used to prevent the side or top of 
the bath becoming damaged. 
Connect the waste pipe to the p-trap. It is recommended to use a flexible bath 
connector (e.g. Jollyflex) to connect the waste pipe to the p-trap. 
Once connected, the bath can be placed onto the marked position. 

Step 4: Levelling of the bath
Ensure that the bath is level by using the spirit level. 
Adjust the feet until the required level is achieved. 
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Step 5: Install fittings
Do not cut or drill holes into the bath. This will compromise the stability and warranty 
of the product. 

Install all the taps and fittings. 
The Nicci Spout can be used as both an outlet and inlet. 

Step 6: Sealing (skirted baths)
Make sure the bath is flush with the floor for stability. 
Use silicone to seal the contours of the bath. 
Leave for 24 hours to set. 



Prague - Drop-in Bath

PRODUCT CODES
WHITE BATH:  810-01  PRAGUE-1780-WHI

816-01 PRAGUE-1780-WITH PANEL-WHI

DROP-IN BATH

BATH WIDTH: 845 mm
BATH HEIGHT: 655 mm
BATH LENGTH: 1780 mm
BATH VOLUME:  210 lt
WASTE SIZE: 52 mm
OVERFLOW SIZE: 40 mm

The Prague Bath is a Drop-in bath.

PRAGUE DROP-IN BATH INSTALLATION GUIDE:

1. Turn off your water supply at your home and check that all water has drained out of the
pipes

2. If you are planning to move the plumbing points get an accredited Plumber to do this for
you.

3. Remove the old bath installation. Prepare the area where you are going to install the bath.
Ensure that the area is free of any sharp objects which may damage the bottom or the sides
of the bath.

4. Prepare the area where you are going to install the bath. Ensure that the area is free of any
sharp objects which may damage the bottom or the sides of the bath

5. Decide how high you want the bath above the floor. Measure and mark up. It is
recommended that it should be at least 450mm above the floor.

6. Once you have marked the height, securely fasten support battens against the back and
sidewall. Make sure they are level.

7. Position the bath with the backside resting on the battens. Check that the bath is level by
using your spirit level. Place three equally spaced rows of bricks, with ample mortar, under the 
reinforcing ribs of the bath. This will support the underside of the bath. Check that the first row is 
as close as possible to the waste fitting.

8. Check that the openings and sides are now level with the ends of the battens. Install taps and
waste pipe and fittings, if you have not already done so.

9. Finish the frame. The outside of the frame is often tiled to create a cohesive bathroom design.
Make sure to leave an access area if you are installing a whirlpool tub (for future repairs).

10. You can finish the frame with any materials that work with your interior design. 
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